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ABSTRACT
The “Web of Things” is emerging as an exciting vision for
seamlessly integrating everyday objects like home appliances,
digital picture frames, health monitoring devices and energy
meters into the Internet using the Web’s well-known standards and blueprints. The key idea is to represent resources
on these devices as URIs and use HTTP verbs (GET, PUT,
POST, DELETE) as the uniform interface to manipulate
them. Unfortunately, practical considerations such as bandwidth or energy constraints, firewalls/NATs and mobility
pose interesting challenges in the realization of this ideal vision. This paper describes these challenges, identifies some
potential solutions and presents the design and implementation of a gateway-based network architecture to address
these concerns. To the best of our knowledge, it represents
the first attempt within the Web of Things community to
tackle these issues in a comprehensive manner.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.2.2 [Network Protocols]: Applications; C.2.4 [Distributed Systems]: Client/server; H.4.m [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous

General Terms
Design
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1.

INTRODUCTION

The Internet is no longer just a network of computers.
It has evolved into a network of diverse devices, all connected, all communicating and sharing information, e.g. en∗This work was performed when the author was at Oracle
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ergy meters that can tweet your electricity consumption [4],
digital picture frames that can download photos from Flickr
[11], phones that let you track their location on the Internet [7], and weighing scales that can post your weight to
the Web [30]. For the first time ever, more devices than
new human subscribers came online with AT&T and Verizon during a recent quarter [19]. This is just the latest
data to validate what many have predicted — the number of
Internet-connected “things” will soon be orders of magnitude
larger than the number of users and traditional computers
[10, 22]. Tiny, battery-powered, wireless sensors and actuators like the Berkeley Motes [18] or Sun SPOTs [3] promise
to fuel a significant expansion of the Internet with their rising adoption in multiple application domains including intelligent agriculture, proactive health care, asset tracking,
environmental monitoring, security surveillance, data center management and social networking.
The “Web of Things” is a vision where such everyday objects are seamlessly integrated into the World Wide Web
(WWW) using its well-known standards and blueprints, e.g.
URIs, HTTP and REST [12, 16, 29]. The main idea is to embed a tiny webserver in each device and expose its resources
as URIs. HTTP verbs POST, GET, PUT and DELETE
invoke the create, read, update and delete operations on
these resources and any parameters for the resource are specified using name/value pairs. For example, the light sensor
and the tri-color LED array on a Sun SPOT device could
be identified by the URIs http://myoffice.com/spot-5317/light
and http://myoffice.com/spot-5317/leds respectively. The light
reading could be retrieved via an HTTP GET on the first
URI and the color of led0 could be set to yellow via an HTTP
PUT on http://myoffice.com/spot-5317/leds/0 with the body
content {r:255, g:255, b:0} (these three values being the desired RGB settings expressed using the standard JSON format). With such an approach, there is no need for any special interface and the device fully blends into the Web. It
becomes directly browsable/searchable and its services can
be consumed from any browser on any computer or mobile
phone. Lots of other features —caching, linking, security
(with HTTP authentication and/or SSL) and bookmarking
— come along for free. Further, loosely-coupled “physical
mashups” of smart things can be composed similar to web
2.0 mashups [15], e.g. a soil moisture sensor from one vendor
controlling a sprinkler system from another.
Unfortunately, practical considerations such as mobility,
bandwidth and energy constraints, firewalls and Network
Address Translators (NATs) pose interesting challenges in
the realization of this ideal vision. In particular, how does

one ensure the following properties for a URI:
• Availability: Even when the device is asleep (as part
of duty cycling) for energy conservation, its URIs must
stay responsive.
• Reachability: These URIs must be reachable even when
the device happens to be behind a NAT or firewall (a
common scenario for home networks).
• Stability: The URIs associated with its resources must
not change even as a device moves around and changes
its point of attachment to the Internet.
• Discoverability: There must be a way to discover the
URIs of resources accessible in a given location. It may
be the same location that the client is in or it could be
someplace else.
This paper describes these challenges, identifies some potential solutions and presents the design and implementation
of a gateway-based network architecture to address these
concerns. To the best of our knowledge, it represents the
first attempt within the Web of Things community to tackle
these issues in a comprehensive manner.
We use the example of a mobile, battery-powered geotracking device equipped with a GPS receiver and GPRS
radio (see Figure 1) for illustration throughout the paper.
One must be able to query its position any time even as the
device moves, sleeps periodically or attaches to the Internet
using a private (not globally routable) IP address [26]. In
addition, we’d like the device, when it ventures too far from
a configured location, to send out notifications to an alerting
device capable of buzzing and blinking its LEDs.1

Figure 1: A Geotracker prototype built by attaching
the Sun SPOT to GPS and GPRS modules. Clearly,
a production model would be much smaller but this
prototype offers great flexibility for experimenting
with multiple protocols, additional sensors and different duty-cycling algorithms. We would like the
URIs associated with this device to be accessible
even as it sleeps to conserve energy or acquires different (often private) IP address while moving.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2
characterizes the webservers in the Web of Things and highlights their differences from those typically found on the
1

More complex notifications are certainly possible but those
might involve a server periodically receiving data from the
sensor and analyzing it for interesting patterns.

World Wide Web. It also describes the problems posed by
resource constraints, firewalls/NATs, mobility and ways to
address them. Section 3 presents a gateway-based architecture that assembles together the necessary components for
a comprehensive solution to these challenges and our implementation of this architecture. Section 4 summarizes our
contributions and future work we plan to undertake.

2.

CHARACTERIZING THE WEB OF
THINGS

The architecture of the World Wide Web (WWW) is predominantly a client-server architecture with optional intermediary components such as proxies and caches. There is
a clear separation of functionality between entities – they
are either clients or servers but not both. The servers reside
on the public Internet2 , are highly available3 and never mobile. As a result, the URIs associated with these servers are
reachable, available and stable.
WWW clients, on the other hand, are often mobile and
reside on private networks, e.g. on a home network behind a
NAT or on a network whose Internet Service Provider (ISP)
assigns its subscribers private addresses.4 Neither one is an
issue for a client. HTTP interactions are initiated by a client
and it can easily convey its current network address to the
server as part of its request. Similarly, a client behind a NAT
will have its private source address on the outbound HTTP
request rewritten with the NAT’s public address and the
returning response from the server would be automatically
forwarded by the NAT to the client’s private address (see [2]
for an explanation of how NATs work).
Part of the Web of Things (WoT) vision is to be able to
connect, or mashup, multiple services running on different
devices. Rather than a client-server model it becomes more
appropriate to think of wiring one WoT service to another,
piping the output of one to the other. For example, our
geotracker device could be sending its location to a backend monitoring service that can not only store the data but
continuously analyze whether the device has moved in or out
of a set of preconfigured geofences.
A device like our geotracker might only need to send its
location data every few minutes. Other devices will require
sending data more or less frequently: A sensor monitoring
a chemical process in a factory might need to report every
few seconds, while a sensor checking the temperature in a
refrigerator might only send a report if the temperature gets
too hot or cold. This need for devices to talk to each other
accentuates problems with availability, reachability and stability.

2.1

Resource constraints

Webservers embedded into everyday things must deal with
constraints on compute power, network latency/bandwidth
and energy. Battery powered devices intended to operate for
long periods must be duty cycled. Our geotracker device,
2
For this discussion, we are not concerned with the scenario
where both the server and the client are on a private Intranet.
3
Server administrators for the most popular sites on the
WWW strive to keep planned downtime to just a few hours
in a year.
4
Our experiments indicate that phone carriers typically assign private addresses to IP-capable phones.

for example, might power on only once every few minutes to
obtain a location fix and be asleep at other times. Figure 2
illustrates how an intermediate sleep-proxy can use resource
caching and deferred request handling to assist a client deal
with a sleeping node.

Figure 3: Regular HTTP messages have large headers and header compression techniques, such as the
one described in [14], can result in a significant reduction in message size.

Figure 2: A sleep proxy can ensure availability of
URIs associated with a duty-cycled WoT device
even while the device sleeps. It can (i) respond to a
GET request from its cache if it has a fresh enough
response, or (ii) queue the request for forwarding to
the device the next time it is awake.
Minimizing data traffic is also important either because
the WoT device uses a low-power networking technology
like IEEE 802.15.4, with much lower data rates compared
to WiFi/ethernet, or because sending lots of data increases
the monetary or energy cost of operation as in the case of
GPRS communication. XML and HTTP which are commonly used to build services on the WWW may be too verbose for WoT. Specialized data formats like Efficient XML
[1] or general HTTP compression [13] can reduce the amount
of data transferred in the body of HTTP messages. However, many WoT devices only need to transfer data in small
quantities (e.g. two numbers indicating latitude and longitude in our geotracker example) and, in these situations,
normal HTTP headers can represent a significant overhead.
This has prompted recent interest in HTTP header compression techniques [14, 27]. An intermediate gateway can
be used to implement data compression or other protocol
translation (as when the WoT device isn’t able to speak
HTTP natively) on-the-fly between the WoT server and its
client. Figure 3 shows such a setup and illustrates the reduction in network traffic resulting from the use of HTTP
header compression.

2.2

NAT/Firewall

Most home networks use private addresses behind a firewall/NAT box which allows multiple devices to be “hidden”
behind a single globally routable IP address provided by the
ISP. How can one reach a WoT server, without a globally
routable address, on such a network? If the device didn’t
move around, one could create a static mapping on the
NAT that mapped a specific port on the global address to a
(privateaddress, port) tuple on the home network. However,
if the device moves to another network — the public Internet, or a different private network, administered by a third
party unaffiliated with either the device or its client — or

if the global address changes because the ISP assigns shortlived addresses, clients once again wouldn’t know where to
reach the device. Even if the WoT server had a non-private
IP address (e.g. on a large company Intranet), an intervening firewall might block incoming connections.
Most firewalls, however, do allow data flow on TCP connections that are initiated from the inside but only to a
restricted set of ports. This set typically includes both port
80 (HTTP) and 443 (HTTPS) [25].
Reverse HTTP [20], shown in Figure 4, offers one workaround for dealing with both NATs and firewalls. It introduces a “rendezvous point” on the public Internet which acts
as the public proxy for a device on a private network. All
URIs associated with the device are mapped to a subtree of
the URI namespace on this relay.

Figure 4: Reverse HTTP [20] can make a WoT device situated behind a firewall/NAT accessible on
the public Internet. The WoT device first acts as
a client and opens up an HTTP connection to a
relay on the public Internet. It indicates its willingness to engage in Reverse HTTP via the HTTP
Upgrade header and the relay signals its agreement
by responding with HTTP code 101 (switching protocols). At this point, HTTP requests arriving at
the relay are forwarded to the WoT device which
responds to them as a server. The WoT device maintains a persistent connection with the relay by opening up a new connection as soon as the previous one
is terminated by the relay.

2.3

Mobility

In contrast to WWW servers, WoT webservers like our
geotracker device can be mobile. As the geotracker moves
about, its network identifier (IP address on the Internet) also
changes. Most cable ISPs, DSL service providers and cellular network operators offer only short-term IP addresses.
This can create the perception that a device has moved even
when its physical location may not have changed. Imagine if
your cell phone number changed multiple times daily as you
moved; people would have a hard time reaching you. Cellular phone networks have already solved this problem [21]
and WoT servers need a similar solution for IP networks.
Mobile IP [24] and dynamic DNS [28] are two potential
ways to handle mobility (perceived or otherwise) on an IP
network. Mobile IP allows a device to retain its home address even as it visits foreign networks. This is accomplished
by having the mobile node notify its home agent whenever
it detects it has moved. The home agent subsequently intercepts the mobile node’s packets on the home network and
tunnels them to its current location. Dynamic DNS allows
a device to dynamically rebind its (permanent) hostname to
its current (temporary) IP address. Other devices that wish
to correspond with it can continue to use the permanent
hostname. However, neither technology addresses the issue
of reaching a device that has moved to a private address
space (such as a home network behind a NAT) nor is either
widely deployed. Mobile IP deployment is especially problematic since it requires changes to the operating system
code and there are issues with intervening firewalls/NATs
as elaborated in [17].
The home agent or the dynamic DNS server can be thought
of as a proxy or relay for the mobile device. In Section 3 we
explore an architecture that consolidates the various proxies
discussed in this section onto a minimal set of network intermediaries to offer a comprehensive solution for all these
issues.

2.4

Discovering resources

For a client to interact with a resource the client first
needs to somehow get the URI for that resource. Resources
offered on the regular Internet generally have long lifetimes,
are unique and are specified in the documentation for them.
For example the URIs for the Google Maps API all are
of the form: http://maps.googleapis.com/maps/api/service
/output?parameters. WoT resources differ in two important
ways: There are many instances of each resource, one per device, and as devices move about the resources available will
depend on which devices are currently present. Clients must
be able to dynamically discover what devices are available
and what resources they offer.
There are several different ways we see of discovering WoT
resources. First though, given a known WoT device and a
resource whose URI is always accessed from a fixed, wellknown location, i.e. “/.well-known/” [23], the resource’s
URI can just be constructed and accessed. To get a list
of resources available on a device or to search for a specific resource on a device there are several emerging standards, including DNS-Based Service Discovery [8], that can
be used. Since we see WoT devices as supporting IP, they
should use IP standards when they exist.
Moving to the case where the WoT device is not known in
advance requires some way to broadcast a resource discovery
request to all WoT devices on the local network. One pos-

sible solution is Multicast DNS (mDNS)[9]. Alternatively
instead of broadcasting a request, one can require that all
the resources register themselves with some resource registry
and then clients can send a search request to the registry in
order to discover local resources. Two possible advantages
of having an explicit resource registry are that the client
does not need to be on the local network, so it can discover
resources at a remote location, and that the search request
sent to the resource registry may provide more or better filtering than mDNS, making more complex searches possible.

3.

NETWORK ARCHITECTURE

A robust network architecture for the Web of Things must
provide the following functionalities:
• Request queueing for sleeping devices.
• Resource caching for sleeping devices and as a means
for reducing network traffic.
• Compression, or more general protocol translation, to
reduce networking and processing requirements.
• A stable, globally routable network end-point that can
serve as the public proxy for a device attached to a
private network behind a NAT.
• Mobility management which, in turn, involves three
pieces (i) move detection, either by the mobile device
or the network (ii) move notification to a “home agent”
that can serve as a proxy for the mobile device when
the latter is away, and (iii) traffic redirection to the
current location of the mobile device.
We first consider a device, like our geotracker, that is capable of regular HTTP. We need a sleep proxy, as shown in
Figure 2, between a duty-cycled WoT device and its client.
This proxy can be on the public Internet and also serve as the
“rendezvous point” since the device does not need any protocol translation that might be blocked by a firewall (HTTP
transactions initiated from the inside are almost universally
allowed). Instead of always maintaining a TCP connection
with the “rendezvous point”, as shown in Figure 4, the device only connects when it is awake. At other times, the
gateway either responds to a client request from its resource
cache or queues the request for deferred handling. A client
uses the HTTP Cache-Control header to specify its freshness requirements and the gateway responds from its cache
only if the cached resource meets the freshness criteria. Otherwise, the gateway queues the request and returns HTTP
code 202 (Accepted). This response includes the Location
header with a URI where the client may monitor the status
of its deferred request. The gateway’s response also includes
a Retry-After header if the gateway can estimate when the
WoT device will wake up next. Upon waking up, the WoT
device contacts the gateway and this communication serves
multiple purposes — it acts as an availability notification
(“I am awake”), a mobility notification (“look at my source
address to see where I am”) and establishes a channel for
reaching the device if it is behind a NAT/Firewall. The
gateway responds by forwarding any queued requests to the
device. Any new requests that arrive at the gateway while
the device is still awake are passed through without being
queued, or served from the cache.

Figure 5 uses the geotracker to illustrates this interaction
between the WoT device, its clients and the gateway. The
device exposes two URIs – location and alertsubscription.
A GET on the location URI returns two numbers indicating the latitude and longitude of the device. A POST on
the alertsubscription URI creates an alert subscription. The
body of the POST includes a URI for a “webhook” [5], the
latitude and longitude of an anchor point and a distance
parameter, d. Whenever the geotracker realizes its position
is more than d away from the anchor point, it will initiate an HTTP POST to the specified webhook. Even as the
geotracker changes its point of attachment to the Internet
(sometimes even acquiring a private address behind a NAT)
or sleeps, both its URIs are always accessible.

Figure 5: Interaction between the HTTP-capable
geotracker, its clients and the WoT gateway. Even
as the geotracker changes it point of attachment to
the Internet (sometimes even acquiring a private address behind a NAT) or sleeps, its “location” and
“alertsubscription” URIs are always accessible.
Next we consider a device that is not capable of regular
HTTP. We use our alerting device — another Sun SPOT
that communicates via a binary encoding of HTTP over
UDP called CHTTP [14] — to illustrate this scenario. This
device exposes a single URI “/alert” and POSTing an integer
to this URI causes the SPOT to buzz and flash its LEDs for
the specified number of seconds. Besides the WoT gateway
shown in Figure 5, this scenario requires a second entity –
a protocol translator which converts between regular HTTP
and the native protocol for the WoT device (CHTTP in our
case). The protocol translation functionality cannot be consolidated at the WoT gateway because the latter needs to be
on the public Internet and the WoT device wouldn’t be able
to get its native (non-HTTP) protocol through a firewall to
this gateway. Figure 6 shows the overall interaction between
such a device, its clients and the gateway. In essence, the
protocol translator and the non-HTTP WoT device together
simulate the behavior of an HTTP-capable WoT device. A
common protocol translator could support multiple devices.

This translator must now have a way of discovering which
devices are around and for each discovered device, it must
take on the responsibility of sending the availability notification, the mobility notification and for establishing the
reverse HTTP channel after first getting from the device
the URL of the gateway to use.

Figure 6: Interaction between the non-HTTP capable alert device, its protocol translator, clients and
the WoT gateway. In essence, the protocol translator and the non-HTTP WoT device together simulate the behavior of an HTTP-capable WoT device. The “alert” URI is always available for POSTs
even when the WoT device is asleep or behind a
NAT/firewall. Dashed lines indicate non-HTTP
communication.
We have implemented this architecture for Sun SPOTs
using a small footprint (≈ 40KB) web server called the
NanoAppServer (see Figure 7). We also created and installed a WoT gateway on a publicly accessible server, sensor.network.com, for our experiments. This gateway combines sleep proxy functionality we developed along with opensource Reverse HTTP code available from yaler.net [6] (yaler
is ‘relay’ spelled in reverse). An interesting observation
from our experiments is that mobility handling falls out for
free in the process of dealing with sleeping nodes and firewalls/NATs.

4.

SUMMARY

We have described a gateway-based network architecture
for the Web of Things. This architecture makes it possible to
offer services that are stable, reachable, available and discoverable despite practical considerations such as bandwidth or
energy constraints, firewalls/NATs and device mobility. We
have implemented a preliminary version of this architecture
and tested it using Sun SPOTs. We hope to generalize our
work to make it part of the standard Sun SPOT libraries, so
that it is easy for anyone to develop new devices and make
them first-class members of the Web of Things.

Figure 7: The NanoAppServer is a small footprint (≈40KB) web application container developed
for the Sun SPOTs. Servlet-like web applications
register with the container to handle parts of the
URI subspace and meta-information associated with
these applications is automatically exposed under
the “/.well-known” [23] URI subspace. Additionally,
NanoAppServer has the ability to receive HTTP requests over multiple “channels”, e.g. regular HTTP
over TCP, compressed HTTP over UDP or even reverse HTTP.
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